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Can the unemployment problem be solved by reforming social 
policy? Lars Osberg of Dalhousie University notes that there 
is little point in improving training programs or increasing 
"work incentives" if there are no jobs available for the re- 
trained and remotivated. The federal government controls 
macroeconomic policy, while provincial governments admin- 
ister social assistance and deliver most training programs. In 
the absence of a commitment tow1 employment by the federal 
government, social policy reform at the provincial level is 
doomed to failure. 

In the debates about what Canada should do about the debt, the 
deficit and the high unemployment that have dominated the nineties' 
economic agenda, we often hear the assertion that the remedy lies in 
social policy. Cuts in social transfers are seen as necessary to reduce 
the deficit, while improved training and increased incentives for 
workers are advocated as a way to lower the rate of unemployment. 
In part, this emphasis on social policy arises because the priority of 
deficit reduction seems to rule out the option of stimulating the 
economy by increasing the demand for labour and thus reducing 
unemployment. Improved social policy is being advocated as a way 
of increasing the potential output of the economy, with the hope that 
a more productive labour force will lead to faster economic growth, 
a larger primary surplus and faster elimination of Canada's debts. 
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offs. However, if there are not enough lifeboats, there simply will 
not be enough spaces available. Swimming lessons (job training) can 
help some individuals get to safety faster than others. But if there are 
not enough spaces available, those who are relatively slow cannot 
make it. The key issue then is how many places are available, that 
is, how many jobs the labour market is producing. 

This essay summarizes the existing state of Canadian labour mar- 
kets and medium-term projections of macroeconomic performance 
in Canada The continued implementation of a macroeconomic pol- 
icy that focuses on zero inflation and deficit reduction implies con- 
tinuous high unemployment rates; the next section discusses the 
implications of this situation for social policy. High unemployment, 
especially for long periods of time, adversely affects the abilities of 
individuals to cope in society and in the labour market. High unem- 
ployment diminishes the probability that remedial programs, or al- 
tered incentives, will be effective in assisting individuals to find 
employment, and the resulting loss in economic output constrains the 
fiscal resources available for social services or remedial programs. 

Given that most social policy is implemented at the provincial 
level, while macroeconomic policy is set by the federal government, 
we then consider the consistency and the coordination of policies in 
a federal system. In Canada, the objective of zero inflation has taken 
precedence over other objectives and produced a rate of unemploy- 
ment in labour markets that dooms long-run structural adjustment 
policies, like retraining, to failure. Provincial governments cannot 
deliver, in the short run, the jobs which their electorates demand, 
while the federal government continues to bewail the failure of 
provincial social assistance reform and training policies which stems 
from its own macroeconomic policies. 

The Labour Market in the Nineties 
If monetary policy in Canada remains focused on preventing infla- 
tion and fiscal policy remains preoccupied with reducing the federal 
budget deficit, then the combination of restrictive macroeconomic 
policy, a slight appreciation of the exchange rate and modest p w f h  
in the U.S. economy results in annual GDP growth of 2.4 per cent 
in 1995. This growth is expected to slow to 1.6 per cent in 1996 and 
2.0 per cent in 1997, before recovering to 2.4 per cent in 1998 
(constant d~llars), Since labour productivity is expected to grow at 
1.1 per ~ n t  p r  annum, the increase in employment (at 1.8 per cent 
in 19SX,fi:g tn 0.9 per csnt in 19% and 1.2 per cent in 1997) 
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wnt of the growth in employment in the 
workers who shift to the casual sector because they cannot find 
permanent employment face greater insecurity of income flows, as 
well as depressed expectations of earnings. Both the instability and 
the lower level of labour earnings increme the demand for social 
services. 

In the short run, each household faces an increased risk and the 
chance of a greater depth of poverty. Despite UI and social assistance 
payments, the National Council of Welfare (1993) estimated that the 
poverty gap (the difference between an income at the poverty line 
and actual incomes, summed over all low-income households) in- 
creased from $1 1.167 billion in 1990 to $13.402 billion in 1991, As 
a percentage of GDb the poverty gap (at 1.6 per cent in 1990 and 
1.99 per cent in 1991) is fat smallor today than the output gap, but 
much of the poverty gap can be attributed to high rates of unemploy- 
ment. When the Rational unemployment rate is 7.5 per cent (as in 
1981 or 1989), the poverty gap is about 13 per cent of national GDP, 
but the reductions in m i d  assistance rates and UI coverage of the 
nineties have undoubtedly widened this gap. 

In the long run, high unemployment increases the demand for 
social services because the characteristics of households change. 
Prolonged unemployment does bad things to people. It is well estab- 
lished that high unemployment produces hiia rates of mental and 
physical illness, suicide, crime, dnrg abuse, child abuse and divor~e.~ 
These pmblm incmaw the probability that individuals will have to 
rely on social assistance and decmw the probability that they will 
be able to move off it. As a consequence, the health care and criminal 
justice systems face i n d  de-6. And because more people 
are sick and in trouble with the law, greater expenditures on hospi- 
tals, prisons, physicians and police officers swell the deficit, while 
illness and incarceration diminish the productivity of the labow 
force. 

In the sixties, the War on Poverty in the United States adopted the 
maxim "a rising tide lifts all boats." At that time, the U.S. govern- 
ment decided to stimulate the macroeconomi~ demand for labour in 
order to ensure the adlability of jobs for the graduates of new 
training programs for the disadvantaged. The sixties consensus on 
the eflkacy of m c r ~ o m i c  policy became unfashionable in the 
seventiea and efghties, when, with hindsight, it became apparent that 
albugh a rbhg dde may lift many b, some boats will still need 
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available, polides to increase the 
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In a relative sense, this investment in higher education is a successful 
strategy Esr individuals, as evidenced by the continued differential in 
unemplaymeut rates and h o m e  levels between univmity and high 
school graduates. 

However, the other side of the coin is that.the increasing educa- 
thud qualifications of the~maktream population do not d e  it 
d e r  for the c l k d m g 4  to succeed hi the competition for jobs. 
Fmer ybars of education G& &Q make ,it increasingly Micult for 
the~disadvatagd to gain wwss U jab trainhg. FOE example, al- 
thotlgh one of t he . i n t ez&dhW of the Nova Scotia Community 
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whichb am even m m  .fundamental t~ employability ttrsrn cognitive 
skill$. B m  l i t m q  program raise the e d u c & d  level .d 
iad*uals>ta one;@ which they canbegin $0 a&mUate training, and 
c w - g  &ills, such as wand 
pl%xms-. rQ1pd.tfw t d the social assisi 
tmwgogW~ a decades of work 
e~pr ienee~ a s&&L ; but who &o have 
n~ job ruld who 'hauw ~~J~mt ;o f lkn~ -  am '"jb-fmding ~lubs" 
ta! help with the mdaniilh oldie :ef searching for a job. 

1 In the United Stales, there have been a n m b r  of cmful 
J wonbmetric adyses of the effect8 of job m a d  assistance and 
I tmbhg on &@wed workers (which o b  use emtrol groups of 

agqxati~ip&). This literature is not entisly #negative: job search 
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As part of a larger research project that examined this phenome- 
non, I interviewed some of the people who administer these remedial 
programs in Canada. Although many of these programs seem to be 
well conceived and well executed and have a history of previous 
success, the administratom' depression and sense of futility in facing 
today's labour market is tan&ble. After all, their "graduates" have to 
compete in the labour market with the unblemished new graduates 
of universities, community colleges and high schools, many of whom 
will take almost anything today. 

When the adveaisement of a low-level clerical position produces 
upwards of 100 applications, it is not surprising that the ski& taught 
in remedial programs (and the work history of their clients) are less 
attractive than the qualifications of other applicants. Although reme 
dial training programs may well provide the skill set which is 
actually required for the job, and many of the other applicants fm 
the same position are overqualified and would, e s s e n t i ~ y ~  'b 
"underemployed," in today's tough economic W, w@ tzxti'hmlly 
criticize employers for hiring the a p p l i d  with p ~ i b l e  
qualifications at the going wage. 

One of the main lessons from the ewduat;l;m litmature 18 the 
diversity of needs of the sotiid @s%gtance. p@ph&m- For example, 
the needs of teexqp, single paxm$s9rn very WimmWmn thae @f 
mature, displaced workers, and the,"o~&rlap of SWM, psychological 
and educational disadvantages is far from perfect. Pesple wfth mul- 
tiple, severe problems are great risk of long-term welfare depend- 
ency, while others' receipt of social assistance can be very short term. 

While a large fraction of the population touches the social assis- 
tance system for a brief period, only a small proportian is dependent 
for longer periods of time and thus accounts for most of the costs. In 
social assistance, as in health care, a few people incur the bulk of the 
costs, and prevention is often much cheaper than cure (see ECC 
1992). 

However, in a high-unemployment environment, the few tend to 
become many. As mentioned above, high unemployment results in 
more single-parent families, abuse victims, psychologically disabled 
individuals, and so on, who rn at great risk for long-tern depend- 
ency. Furthermo~, both preventing the problem and implementing 
the cure become much more difiicult, since it becomes harder for 
gaining programs to actually lead to employment. 

Clearly, any society that foregoes $50 billion of potentid income 
will have difficulty satisfying competing demands for rtwmtmi, AS 












